
 

The Division by a prime Let p be a prime number

Then for all integers x yea if play then
pix or ply

xy O modp
X O mode
or y O mod p

First

Lemmy Let p be a prime and x ez If

ptx then god pix l

Proof Let d god p x Then den and

dip and dix

Since dip either del or d p
But pyx so it must be that d t a



ProofoftheoremonDivisionbyaprime
Let p

be a prime and let xyeZ
Suppose play
If plx then we are done

So suppose ptx We must show ply
Since ptx god p x l by the Lemma
Thus there exist u u ez such that

put Xv 1

Multiplying by y we get

pyut xyr y
Since plpyn and play becauseplay we

get ply a



Con Let p be
a prime For each new

and all X xz Xue 2 if plexixz xn
then p divides at least one of x xz Xn

Proof Let Pla be the sentence

For all xp xn ez if ply xn then

p
divides at least one of the x

We will prove Pln
holds for all new

by induction

BaseCase Pll is automatically time

since if plx then pix

Inductrestep Let me IN and suppose
Pln is true

Let Xi xn EZ and suppose

p x Xn Xna

By the theorem on division by a

prime Plex xn or plan



If plex xn then by Pln pix
for some Kien and we have

the desired conclusion

If plan then we also have the
desired conclusion

In either case Platt is true completing

the inductive step
on

UniqueFactorization

We would like to say each new has a

unique prime factorization i.e n can be
written as a product of primes in only one

way

ProblemH1 I is not a product of primes

Solution Ignore 1
Or view I as the empty product



ProblemI Commutatiity
Ey 140 2.2 5.7 2 5 2.7 7.2.5.2

Solution Write the factors in increasing
order

The Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic

Every new such that n 32 is either a

prime or a product of primes

Every new such that n 22 can be written

uniquely as a product of primes in the
following sense Suppose that

n pipe Pr and n g g Es

where
Pip Pr

and q q gs are all

primes such that

p Ept Epr
and

q sq
E Egs

Then r s and
pi q for all kier



Proof We proved this lasttime

Let Pen be n can be written uniquely

as a product of primes withthefactors

listed in increasing
order

We will prove Pln is true forall n't by
complete induction

Busecast n 2 One factorization is

2 2

Suppose 2 pipe pr is any
other

factorization into primes with p spot Epr
Then since 2 Ep for every prime p
he must have

2 pipe pr 2

so r t Thus 2 p and this factorization

is the one we already knew



Inductivestep Let ne N n 2 and
assume PC Pla are all true

We prove Platt by considering two
cases

Cast ntl is prime Then any
factorization

ntl pipa pr
into primes pi with p pet Epr
must have r l and p ntl

What If v22 then

Ntl a b

where a p I and b pi pr 1
contradicting that ntl is prime

So Platt is true in this case



2 ntl is composite
Suppose

ntl pipe pr with p spit sp
and

ntl q q qr with q eye gs

where all pi and q are prime

Since ntl is not prime r 22 and 522

Without loss of generality we
may assume

P Eg
Now p

divides ntl q qs sobythe
Applies because Lyla p

divides one of the factors

Pi is prime Say pilqu

Since qu is prime its only positivedivisors are I and itself
Since

p 1 it must be that p gu
Now p Eq Eq pi
so we must have equality
throughout and

pig



Therefore

ntl p Cpa pr q q gs

p q Es

Cancelling p 0 we get
Pz pr q qs B

Call this number l Then 2Elen
why v22 and ntl pil so Pll
is fine

Since A gives
two factorizations

of l into prime
factors listed

in increasing order Pll implies

r I s 1
and

pi q for all 2 tier

It follows that res and

pi q for all I tier so

Platt is true E


